1. AMVEE-1 debriefed at length re his security since exfil
   AMVEE-2. AMVEE-1, who basically quite cautious individual not
   willing take undue risks (as demonstrated by his recent reluctance
   approach MEXI diplomats on behalf AMLO-3 wife) is not concerned
   his security. Shares wave belief that exfil AMVEE-2 has removed
   only real threat his security and that he now able resume
   cachings without significant risk.

2. AMVEE-1 has noticed no surveillance before, during or
   after AMVEE-2 exfil. Confident never surveilled during caching
   activity, including most recent AMWAX-1 cache. His car has
   never been stopped by police or militia during any trip purpose of
   which make cache.

3. AMVEE-1 and wave share belief that disappearance AMVEE-2
   has had no disadvantageous effect AMVEE-1 security.
   Within own embassy there has been some speculation that AMVEE-2 may
   have been engaged in some illegal smuggling activity with AMVEE-4
WHICH CAUSE SUDDEN AMWEE-2 DEPARTURE. PLS NOTE AMWEE-2 NOT CONNECTED WITH ANY ESPIONAGE CHARGES, BUT ILLEGAL CURRENCY TRAFFICING. AMBASSADOR APPEARS INCLINED BELIEVE AMWEE-2 STORY THAT LATTER ASKED TO REPORT ON EMBASSY ACTIVITIES AND AS RESULT PRESSURE DECIDED FLEE. AMBASSADOR ANXIOUS ASSIST AMWEE-2 AND PRIOR AMWEE-2 DEPARTURE OFFERED HIM MONEY AND TRANSPORTATION.

4. ONE OF PRINCIPAL PURPOSES WAVE ACTION IN EXFILTRATION AMWEE-2 WAS TO FREE AMWEE-1 FROM THREAT COMPROMISE AND ENABLE AMWEE-1 TO RESUME SUPPORT ACTIVITY. WAVE VIEW THIS OBJECTIVE HAS BEEN ACHIEVED BASIS AMFAUNA-14 AND AMWEE-2 DEBIEEINGS APPEARS MOST IMPROBABLE THAT DSE SUSPECTS AMWEE-1 WAS GUIDING ACTIVITIES AMWEE-2. THIS FACT, PLUS AMWEF-1 REPORT THAT WITHIN OWN EMBASSY THERE NO SPECULATION AMWEE-2 INVOLVED IN ANY ILLEGAL ACTIVITY WITH AMWEE-1, SEEMS ADEQUATE INDICATION THAT AMWEE-1 WILL NOT BE SUBJECT ANY SPECIAL DSE SCRUTINY AS RESULT, AMWEE-2 DEPARTURE.

5. AS HAVE PREVIOUSLY OUTLINED, AND CONFIRMED BY HIGH VOLUME SUCCESSFUL WAVE CACHING OPS, PROFESSIONALLY CONDUCTED CACHING ACTIVITY IN CUBA IS NOT HIGH RISK ACTIVITY. ACTIVITY SUCH AS PERSONAL MEETINGS AND CONTACTS WITH AGENTS OR GROUND PHOTOGRAPHY CAN BE CONSIDERED MORE DANGEROUS.

6. AMWEE-1 WILL BE AUTHORIZED DIPLOMATIC COURIER FOR HIS RETURN CUBA 13 DECEMBER. CARRYING OVER $1500 WORTH CAR PARTS AND CHRISTMAS GIFTS IN TWO LARGE SEALED POUCH BAGS FOR EMBASSY PERSONNEL AT SPECIFIC DIRECTION AMBASSADOR. THUS, THIS TRIP EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY UTILIZE AMWEE POUCH FOR INFILTRATION KUBARK COMMO GEAR AND WAVE PLANS TAKE ADVANTAGE THIS SITUATION.